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Mozambique’s highest-ever 
voter turnout



A secure, centralised Voter Management System 
developed for Mozambique
Two-thirds of Mozambique’s total population of 30 million live in rural areas with

limited access to essential services like electricity or the internet. Before 2018, they 

faced major logistical challenges in registering to vote, including the cost and time 

to travel to registration and polling stations. 

To prepare for upcoming Municipal and Presidential Elections, the government of 

Mozambique aimed to upgrade its existing voter enrolment and verification system 

to meet international standards. 

The National Electoral Commission (NEC) wanted to ensure that all citizens,

including those in remote areas, could register to vote. They sought a secure, mobile 

identity solution to create a Voters’ Roll that included all eligible voters.

“In only eight weeks, we managed to register 
more than 6.8 million people to vote in

Municipal Elections. Laxton supported the
creation of the most inclusive Voters’ Roll in

Mozambique’s history.”

Lyle Charles Laxton
CEO, Laxton

Laxton conducted a detailed 

analysis of what was needed 

to create a secure Central

Voter Management System

Reference Letter available 

on request



The mission is clear
Laxton dispatched a team of experts to Mozambique’s capital city, Maputo, in

December 2017 to prepare for the Municipal Elections scheduled for October 2018. By 

collaborating with the Technical Secretariat for Electoral Administration (TSEA), the

executive branch of the NEC, the team could evaluate the existing infrastructure and 

devise a project plan.

Laxton was tasked with the following:

Assessing the level of IT infrastructure upgrades needed to establish a central

voter database

Manufacturing and delivering the necessary equipment to update existing systems

Training voter registration officers and local technicians

Managing the implementation of the new voter registration process

Overseeing data consolidation to create a secure Central Voter

Management System

The success of this project relied heavily on the collaboration between the TSEA, NEC, 

Laxton, and other stakeholders to register almost seven million voters in a

limited timeframe.

3,900
registration devices were 

upgraded with the latest 

technology 

Local technicians trained on the job
Technicians were recruited from Mozambique’s 11 provinces to upgrade and

maintain the registration equipment. They would ultimately serve as the technical 

support staff in their region. 

Laxton specialists provided rigorous training using the first batch of components

delivered. The team identified common questions and potential issues that became 

key areas of focus during the technical phase.

To evaluate the technology and refine the process, a pilot registration drive was

conducted across three provinces. This allowed Registration Operators to improve 

their data-capturing abilities and for technicians to finalise the technical checklist.

Components for upgrading 3,900 registration kits arrived via road, sea, and air 

freight. They were repackaged under the oversight of Laxton technicians and

distributed to registration stations participating in the pilot phase.

Upgrade activities ran smoothly, with instructional videos provided to assist the new 

technicians in completing their tasks. With the extensive training received, these 

technicians are equipped to provide technical support for as long as the

equipment is used.

A team of experts was

deployed to Mozambique 

to provide support from the 

planning phase to project 

conclusion
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Creating digital infrastructure
Recognising a need beyond the original scope of the project, Laxton created a

network infrastructure that spanned provincial and central government

departments in Mozambique. 

By upgrading the software and hardware of the TSEA servers, Laxton was able to

unlock their full potential and extend their usable lifetime, providing significant 

value for Mozambique.

To optimise the data collection process, technicians could prepare the new identity 

systems and deploy software updates directly over the network. The improvements 

were also beneficial for the upcoming Presidential Elections, providing the

necessary capacity to handle the expected increase in data volume. 

With a solid foundation in place, Mozambique’s government could now pursue

lasting digital identity transformation across the country.

Municipal voter enrolment runs smoothly
Voter registration began in all provinces as scheduled on March 19th, 2018. Laxton 

provided technical support from both provincial offices and the support centre in 

Maputo. Technicians closely monitored activities at various registration stations and 

swiftly resolved any issues.

Upon completion of the registrations, data were extracted from all systems and 

transferred to the Provincial consolidation centres. These servers had a suite of tools 

that monitored progress and provided real-time data reports. 

Specialised software was used to identify discrepancies between manually recorded 

numbers and actual data on the server. Senior voting officials followed a pre-agreed 

process to resolve duplicate registrations. This resulted in a central database

containing all registered voters and a voter list that closely matched the original 

TSEA figures.

Mozambique’s IT network was 

improved to guarantee

capacity and data security

For the first time,

Mozambique’s Municipal 

Voters’ Roll met international 

standards



From one election to the next
Although the Municipal enrolments and elections were now completed, Laxton’s 

work was not done. The team quickly moved on to planning for the General

Elections in 2019.

Building on the initial groundwork laid, the new voter registration project would be 

rolled out on a much larger scale. Laxton provided further software enhancements, 

1,000 upgrade sets, 300 new laptops, 600 laptop batteries, and 3,000 new Biometric 

Registration Kits (BRKs).

Laxton also procured and delivered the consumables required to issue Voter IDs. 

This would allow voters to receive a verified ID to present on election day for quick 

verification on the Voters’ Roll.

The planning and preparation for this national voter registration drive followed a 

similar process to the previous project but with expanded resources. Operational

activities and human resources were more than doubled, with more technicians and 

senior staff members recruited to oversee the entire process.

Technicians travel for training
To conduct an even higher level of technician training and guarantee uninterrupted 

voter registrations, TSEA technicians travelled to Laxton’s production facility in Asia 

for training. They quickly mastered the upgrade, maintenance, and repair of the

customised systems. 

A management team from TSEA visited the facility to finalise the project strategy. A 

tour of the factory provided a clear understanding of Laxton’s ability to design,

manufacture, and test identity systems for Civil Registration.

Local technicians received 

training on the Biometric

Registration Kits throughout 

the duration of the project

4,000
thermal printers were

included in the Kits to issue 

Voter IDs upon enrolment



Successful national voter enrolment
With all systems and over 20,000 TSEA personnel in place, voter registration for the 

2019 Presidential Elections began on the 15th of April. The user-friendly technology 

and the efficient process resulted in a record number of registrations. An impressive 

91% of eligible voters successfully registered to vote.

The data was consolidated and verified on the improved TSEA server and secure

system. Duplicate registrations were removed, and a credible National Voters’ Roll 

was produced in time for election day.

“Despite a short lead time and some significant challenges, the Laxton team came 

together from around the world to implement the most successful voter registration 

in Mozambique to date,” said Nick Perkins, President for Europe, Middle East & Africa 

at Laxton.

91%
of eligible citizens registered 

to vote



Our solutions include proprietary hardware and software

systems to register and verify citizens for various purposes, from 

voter registration to border control.

Over the years, Laxton has developed a team of experts to

successfully build, implement and service nationwide identity 

systems, making Laxton a trusted Identity Solutions provider.

2004

Year founded

Broad Technology Portfolio

Design & manufacture of hardware and 

software

Global Reach

Delivery of large-scale projects through 

our global partner network

Laxton supports governments and organisations around the 

world in:

National Elections

Citizen Identity

Border Security & Law Enforcement
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